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Traktor Pro S4 software includes a revamped trigger mechanism that lets you toggle samples on and off simply by lifting your
arm. Traktor Pro S4 also includes four sample players with a total of 48 loops (preloaded for Linux and Mac OS), a sequencer,

internal synth modes, three separate channels, and a 3-band EQ. The software can handle sessions of up to 12 tracks, up to 64
patterns, and each track can feature up to 3 patterns. For starters, its not a standalone system - its part of the Native

Instruments Traktor Pro DJ suite. That means you can get an integrated pro setup that features DJ modes, spectrum analyzer,
and four audio/video slots. All of the features you need in one sleek package. In addition, its a quality product with a great feel
and finish. When you need to connect the Traktor Scratch MK2 to your computer, it s an easy, snap-in operation. The TRAKTOR
AUDIO 6 interface by Native Instruments powers the Scratch MK2. This interface uses a balanced XLR input for connecting your
turntable or CDJs in direct mode. The interface accepts phantom power, and when connected to a balanced input, audio enters
from left and right channels. The DAW integration in this interface lets you seamlessly mix in audio from your iTunes library or
Windows media library. And when you pick up the TRAKTOR in, it s easy to control and balance both turntable and CD player

audio. The TRAKTOR SCRATCH PRO 2 is the first DJ software to feature Remix Decks, featuring mult-track looping, sample
players, templates, cue and manual loops, time-stretching, and enhanced jog wheels. The synths and instruments that were
originally used for the track can be dragged and dropped into Remix Decks for changes of genre, mood, or just to introduce a

new vibe.
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designing the perfect rack is a long process, and luckily you can check out new models as they come online. from full-fledged
kits to step-up combos, the full complement of mfc rack units delivers on-trend looks, premium features, and the most

comprehensive integration available. the mfc rack series also comes with a flexible build-to-order system that lets you customize
the look of each enclosure, so you can choose from a range of finishes and colors to match your existing equipment. the

komplete kontrol z2 is the first fully-featured controller to feature m-audio high-quality pads and a large, intuitive touch screen
that provides a great user experience. all buttons and sliders are made of high-quality aluminum to make your performance feel

like a natural extension of the analog synth youre playing. the komplete kontrol software is also fully integrated with your m-
audio system, and it supports recording, high-quality mixing, and digital audio routing. the komplete kontrol s49 is a digital synth

controller that features two-channel full-bandwidth control and a backlit lcd display. it has eight assignable controls with full-
bandwidth resolution plus an assignable step sequencer, lfo, and arpeggiator. its designed to look great, and the included

komplete kontrol software includes full midi control, performance recording, and powerful mixing. it also includes an arpeggiator,
step sequencer, lfo, an onboard synth, and a 32-bit/384 khz audio interface. the komplete kontrol s88 is a midi controller that

features two-channel full-bandwidth control and a backlit lcd display. it has eight assignable controls with full-bandwidth
resolution plus an assignable step sequencer, lfo, and arpeggiator. 5ec8ef588b
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